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Saudi Teenager Flees Her Home Country
1) Why did Rahaf al-Qunun flee from Saudi Arabia?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2) Where did she flee to at first??
a) To Sydney, Australia
b) To Bangkok, Thailand
c) To Toronto, Canada
3) Why did she barricade herself in a hotel room?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4) How did she seek asylum?
a) She used Facebook
b) She used Instagram
c) She used Twitter
5) Where was she finally granted asylum?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6) Who is Chrystia Freeland?
a) The Prime Minister of Canada
b) The Minister of Foreign Affairs in Canada
c) The Minister of Immigrants in Canada
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7) What did the Minister say about Rahaf on her arrival to Canada?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Stabbing Victim Makes Short Film
8) Which kind of crimes have increased lately in Britain?
a) Knife and gun crimes
b) Hate crimes
c) Victimless crimes
9) Who is Amani?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
10) What is the short film about?
a) It’s about a knife crime and a murder mystery
b) It’s about different aspects of school crimes
c) It’s about school experiences and different choices the filmmaker
made
11) Why did Amani make this film?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
12) Which of the following statements is false?
Amani believes that…
a) …everyone has choices to make in life
b) …we, the citizens, are doing more than enough to help young people to
make different choices
c) …there is a marginalised group of young people in London who are left
behind
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Has Andy Murray Played His Last Match?
13) Who is Andy Murray?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
14) True or False? Circle the right answer.
a) He has won Wimbledon twice. True / False
b) He has been struggling to recover from a hip surgery. True / False
c) He says he can play through the pain for another five months. True /
False

Grammar grill
Pronomen: It eller there
1) ………………………..used to be a forest here.
2) …………………………is a long way from here to Tipperary.
3) I say …………………………takes a long time to get there.
4) …………………………is someone here who wants to see you.
5) Is …………………………….a grocery store in the village?
6) The concert begins at 7 o’clock tonight, so …………………………….is plenty of
time.
7) I noticed that………………………………………….was no yoghurt in the fridge.
8) …………………………………is a fact that grammar exercises make your brain
work better.
9) I believe …………………………………….is a bus stop around this area.
10) ………………………………is no use crying over spilt milk.
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11) ………………………………..seems to be a lot more promising than you think.
12) Wait! ………………………..is no hurry!

13) …………………………………was one thing that I found rather strange.
14) …………………………………was a hurricane in Florida last week.
15) ………………………………….is time to end now.

10-minute discussion
In this programme you heard about Rahaf who fled from Saudi Arabia. Imagine that
you had to flee. What would you do? Imagine that you had to flee to another country
– how would you do it? Which country would it be? Describe your escape.

The Big Debate
You also heard about Amani making a film to change perspectives of young people. If
you had the chance to make a film that would change perspectives of young people,
what would the film be about? The title of the film would be “Make a Change”.
What would you encourage your friends and other people to do? Describe your film.
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Answers
Saudi Teenager Flees Her Home Country
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

She didn’t have rights in Saudi Arabia and her family treated her badly.
b
Because she feared being imprisoned if she was sent back home.
c
In Canada
b
She said she was “a very brave new Canadian”.

Stabbing Victim Makes Short Film
8) a
9) He is the stabbing victim who has made a short film about the night he
was attacked
10) c
11) He wants to use the film as a tool to change perspectives of young
people
12) b

Has Andy Murray Played His Last Match?
13) A famous British tennis player (famous for his time as the number one
men’s singles tennis player)
14) a) True b) True c) False

Grammar Grill
1) there
2) It
3) It
4) There
5) there
6) there
7) there
8) It
9) there
10) It
11) It
12) There
13) there
14) there
15) It
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